authority, but while both demands this arouse
justice to the other hand, compels it to
deploy a fellow-member in his rights
right, which are the put forth of his intire
ability and warr of learning and scientific
requirements, unsuppressed by those of any of
his class mates.

Resol. 4. That a copy of this resolution be
transmitted to the First Stage in the name of the
Chancellor to the members of the Senior Class.

Signed by

[Signature]

[Signature]

There three young gentlemen
were summoned to appear before the Faculty
which they accordingly did when the Presidet
proceeded to comment upon their Communication
in reply stating that upon their consideration
wrote the following, viz., that there had been
much more than the ordinary unanimity in
the compilation of the Report, concluded of
that though the Faculty did not pretend to
perfect accuracy in the distribution of honors,
not they were satisfied that they had made a
well-back composition to justice than usual,
that they could not alter their report without
losing the faction of their self respect and desiring
to appeal them if they should reverse a decision
already made and already announced, account
of a monnarchism, which was the appearance
at least of interdict that (in deference to
their Scien resolution) the conferring of diploma
was the joint action of the Faculty and, trusting
that it therefore anticipated such action and that
it would be time enough to refer then when
defend, that if they have remained themselves
dremained the Faculty could afford them no
relief, and that they must seek relief by appeal